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Abstract
The current coronavirus pandemic has severely impacted the health care system in India and all around the world.
All aspects of cancer care, including screening, investigations, treatment, clinical trials and research, have been
affected as resources are diverted to combat the pandemic. Cancer patients are more susceptible to infections
due to their immunocompromised status, either due to disease or therapy, and subsequently, this may result in
in poor outcome, especially in case of coronavirus infection. Multiple studies have shown adverse impact of
COVID-19 on cancer patients in form of higher mortality with haematological malignancy being worst affected,
and interval between last oncological treatment and infection playing an important role in affecting the prognosis.
Impact on clinical trials in oncology has been severe. Enrolment has decreased significantly, many trials have been
suspended, and ongoing trials are facing problems with patient evaluations leading to impact on quality of data
being generated. Telemedicine is now being used to overcome some of these problems but it has its own limitations
and should be used judiciously. The pandemic has given us an opportunity to look into the shortcomings of our
cancer care system and to find out ways to overcome them.
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Introduction
The current coronavirus pandemic has severely
impacted the health care system in India and all around the
world. Among the worst affected are the cancer patients
who are at higher risk of acquiring severe or critical
form of infection and their survival is also impacted
due to treatment breaks. Travel restrictions, imposition
of lockdown and fear of infection on hospital visit for
treatment are few reasons for treatment interruptions
among cancer patients. Cancer patients are more
susceptible to infections due to their immunocompromised
status, either due to disease or therapy, and subsequently,
this may result in in poor outcome, especially in case of
coronavirus infection [1].
Overall effects on cancer patient outcome
In a cohort study by Kuderer et al. (2020) on clinical

impact of COVID-19 on patients with cancer, the mortality
was high in cancer patients (13%) and was associated
with risk factors like poor performance status, active
disease and multiple comorbidities. Recent surgery or
cytotoxic therapy was not found to be a risk factor for
associated mortality, however morbidity was high with
haematological malignancies, progressive disease status,
poor performance status and recent surgeries [2].
In a study by Zhang et al. (2020), mortality was as
high as 28.6% among cancer patients with COVID-19
infection and was more with patients who received
anti-cancer treatment within last 14 days. Both of the
above studies showed a higher mortality in cancer
patients in comparison to 1.4% death rate seen in general
population in a study by Liang et al. (2020) [3-4]. Another
study showed a higher mortality rates seen in patients
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with haematological malignancies (37%) when compared
with solid malignancies (25%) [5] as taking care of
hemato-oncology patients, is one of the most resource
intensive of all medical therapy [6].
However, important factors such as patient
demographics, cancer care centre facilities and the phase of
pandemic should be taken into account while evaluating
the effect on COVID-19 on cancer care. The outcome
is also impacted by the ability of the patients to access
treatment facilities which have restricted access in this
crisis. This is either due to the travel restrictions which
limits the ability of person residing in a rural area to reach
a centre in urban area, or the operational restrictions at
treatment centres.
Effects on clinical trial and research
Clinical trials in oncology have been severely impacted
by this pandemic. According to a recent publication by
Upadhaya et al. (2020), there was a significant impact
on enrolment with only 1/5th of institutions continuing
enrolment [7]. Waterhouse et al. (2020) also showed,
54.8% decrease in patient visits owing to unwillingness or
patient ability to present to hospital due to various reasons
[8]. Patient care was the major concern along with staff
safety. There was limitations in continuing radiology and
laboratory services as important services were diverted
for COVID-19 management. The trial deviations were
also discussed by almost half of the investigators [8].
Decreased/missing patients visit impacted the data
collection and will surely have a huge impact on the final
result of trials. It will also adversely impact the patient
outcome as missing interventions; be it radiotherapy,
surgery or chemotherapy; will lead to upstaging of the
disease. The quality of life will also be impacted as the
health care facilities are burdened with COVID-19 leading
to allocation of medical personnel and resources to take
care of COVID -19 patients. Overall situation is reducing
the access of cancer patients to both curative and palliative
services. The gap in patient evaluation due to missed visits
will lead to more investigations for assessment of disease
at the time of next visit, thus leading to increase in total
cost. The effect is more pronounced in studies directed to
treatment for advanced cancer where survival is only for
few months. Even a small gap in the treatment or follow
up, would cause an anomaly in the collected data and may
lead to negative results. There are concerns regarding
the feasibility and continuity of ongoing trials from the
investor side also as the returns on their investment in
clinical trials will be impacted due to the treatment gaps
and the resulting anomaly in the collected data. There
have been reports regarding suspension of about 200
oncology trials in the month of March and April, reflecting
the concerns regarding feasibility of oncology trials [7].
Way Forward
There is a need for alternate approach if we want, to
continue with clinical services for cancer patients and
to resume clinical research. Telemedicine is one of the
alternative to avoid face to face consultations to prevent
transmission of infection, but it will require broadband
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coverage for video consultations. It is helping cancer
patients to minimise fear and anxiety but it is of not much
use in overall management of cancer patients, especially
the treatment aspect. There is a need to take adequate
steps to ensure patient privacy and safety by imparting
training for proper use of such facilities. There should be
an arrangement for such consultation to nearby centres for
an area with insufficient broadband coverage.
These modalities are working best for cancer patients
who are on follow up. Challenges are more in India where
cancer care centres are concentrated mainly in urban areas
and most of the patients travel long distances for cancer
treatment.
There have been discussions on home based
chemotherapy. It may look feasible for some oral drugs,
but most of the drugs administration need specialised care
in dedicated cancer clinics or hospitals. Chemotherapy
may have severe adverse effects, so it is not safe to
administer at home. In addition, there are also logistics
issues to make site visits by health care providers in
view of restrictions imposed to tackle the pandemic.
This pandemic has highlighted the shortcomings of our
system and gave us an insight to work positively in the
direction of establishing more cancer centres, especially
in the rural areas to minimise disparities and inequalities
in access to cancer care. This will lead to a better access of
patients with cancer to centres with multidisciplinary
facilities closer to an area they reside. There is also a need
to improve the preventive and screening facilities as this
will help in reducing the incidence of cancer and overall
burden on the health care system. These are some of the
measures which might be useful for providing better
cancer care.
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